
Partnership Program Terms & Conditions

Important! The terms of the partnership agreement require the transfer of at least two 

leads annually. The partnership terms are discussed individually if the number of 

transferred leads is lesser than this.



Reward

Customer Transfer and Sales Process

For each month of work, Livepage sets 10% of the agency's commission as a reward to 
the partner.


If the customer takes a break or stops working with Livepage, payments are suspended. 
If the customer resumes working with Livepage (after any period of time), affiliate 
payments continue.


If the affiliate client transfers the contacts of their friends, colleagues, etc., the terms of 
the affiliate agreement do not apply to them.


If affiliate clients join their other projects in which they are owners, co-owners, or 
decision-makers, the conditions of the affiliate program are extended to all such projects.


All the terms listed above are mirrored in relation to affiliate leads from Livepage to the 
affiliate company.


When transferring a partner lead, all communication regarding interviewing, preparation, 
presentation of a commercial offer, and discussion of working conditions is taken over by 
Livepage. 




Livepage reserves the right not to disclose project estimate details other than 
information related to affiliate payments (total check amount, services sold, etc.)


For interaction and regular discussion of common issues, a general chat is created in 
Telegram or another convenient service.
 


If desired, the partner can join the communication, for example, at the stage of 
acquaintance, presence in the chat, etc.

The amount of affiliate payments can be transferred to the partner’s account or used to 
pay for Livepage services.


Money can be withdrawn both to the partner-individual account (it does not depend on 
the transfer to another company) and to the partner-company account (when the 
partnership is created between companies, not individuals).

Withdrawals


